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#KeepEarthComfy



We took big steps toward our pro-planet goals this year:  
We introduced Soft Hemp, our lowest-impact product to date.  

We consolidated shipments to reduce the amount of space  
our products occupy in transit. With the help of delightful 

environmental scientists across the Atlantic ocean, we measured 
the footprint of every product in our line to understand how we 
compare to industry alternatives. And finally, we doubled down  

on sharing our impact openly with you—our customers!

At Buffy, we’re on a mission to  
help you live comfortably—without  
making our planet uncomfortable!



Our material 
difference! 



That’s why we start much of our product development 
work at the fiber level, rather than finished fabric!

Home textiles are defined by materials—

and their environmental impact is, too! 



The eucalyptus sheets we sold in 2020 
saved 370 million liters of net fresh water vs. 
making them out of cotton, and with zero 
toxic pesticides to boot!

Eucalyptus
Water-saving, and super-soothing.

The Alternative: Cotton

Not only does our smooth eucalyptus fiber use 
76% less water than cotton fiber, but it emits 
24% less CO2e and doesn’t require spraying 

toxic pesticides into the air (whence it spreads 
into our soil and water systems).



In 2020, we diverted approximately 7 million 
16oz plastic bottles from landfill and ocean to 
create our super-cozy filled products! 

Recycled  
Plastic
The stuff that makes our fluff!

The Alternative: Down

Some studies suggest down feathers may 

actually have lower CO2e than recycled plastic 
fill. We stick with recycled plastic fill because 
we don’t think minimizing our footprint should 

require plucking animal feathers.



We make our naturally breathable, 
mega-durable hemp linens using a whopping 
99% less water than if we were to go with 
plain-ole cotton.

Soft Hemp
The chillest fabric, in a few ways.

The Alternative: Flax

Flax is another low impact natural fiber,  

and we celebrate it! We’ve chosen to use  
Soft Hemp because it’s naturally resistant to 
pests (no toxic herbicides here), promotes 
biodiversity, and even improves soil over 
time—unlike flax linen, which depletes it.



Vetting our



But as we looked ahead at a future with even more comfy essentials, we knew  
we needed a better way to evaluate the environmental impact of our decisions.

We’ve always aimed to make  
home goods with maximal comfiness 

and minimal footprint.



We partnered with Ecochain, a group of environmental specialists  
in Amsterdam the Netherlands. Founded in 2011, Ecochain provides 
organizations with software and analytics to accurately measure the 

impact of their products and business operations. As the Dutch saying 
goes, “meten is weten”—to measure is to understand (and we agree!). 



We combined our own detailed product manufacturing 
information—from spinning and weaving to cutting and sewing— 
with Ecochain’s massive database of materials, product lifecycle 

assessments, and published academic literature to model the impact 
not only of our products but our entire supply chain!



Learn more about our methodology. 

How’d we do it?

https://assets.ctfassets.net/9tqo559eytsj/6bj3PXEwPl0UriwUZ8vtzr/d1625c937615f650b7f068f343d48198/Bibliography.pdf


We finally have an accurate record of the environmental impact of our 
business and products—which is incredible! But we’re even more excited 

about what that means for Buffy’s future. Now we have the ability to 
calculate how changes in any of our material or manufacturing methods 
will be better or worse for our home planet in terms of global warming 

potential (CO2e*), water usage, and overall waste.

Why’s that a big deal?

*Carbon dioxide equivalent, which expresses global warming potential by including 
all of the relevant greenhouse gasses and converting their impacts to that of CO2. 



Our 2020 
footprint!



Fresh Water Usage

89%

10.6%

0.4%

Eucalyptus is a water-saving 
material (especially compared to 
cotton alternatives) but the 
thirstiest of our current fabrics.

Eucalyptus

Recycled Plastic

Others (including Hemp)

m3 of net fresh water used by material.



Global Warming Potential

87.6%

11.2%

0.5%

0.7%

 CO2e by material.

As the primary material in our 
assortment, Eucalyptus generates 
the majority of our global warming 
potential per product per unit. 

Eucalyptus

Recycled Plastic

Hemp

Others (including Hemp)
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Learn more about our methodology. 

https://assets.ctfassets.net/9tqo559eytsj/6bj3PXEwPl0UriwUZ8vtzr/d1625c937615f650b7f068f343d48198/Bibliography.pdf


Comforters!

How our products 
stack up.



Sheets!

How our products 
stack up.



 Introduced Soft Hemp, our lowest footprint fabric.



• Introduced single box shipping experience for 99% of orders.

 Partnered with Ecochain to measure product-level impact 
across the business

 Reduced our downstream transportation impact by 67% 
per product from minimizing the use of air freight.

Completed 2020 projects.



  
ahead!
Looking



A footprint-forward 

shopping experience!

No guessing or triangulation necessary!

We’re committed to doing the digging to understand  

the real impact our products have on our home 
planet—and sharing it with you honestly. 



At Buffy, we believe climate change is real, and the 
result of human activity. As a business making new 

things (that require resources and energy to 
produce), we have an obligation to be upfront about 

how we’re contributing to the problem before we 
can be part of long-term solutions!



Why CO2e?
When it comes to making our products’ footprint 

more discoverable on our site, we’ve chosen to 

focus on CO2e because it expresses global warming 
potential by including all of the relevant greenhouse 
gases and converting their impacts to that of CO2.  
As of April 22, 2021, every Buffy product page 
features a CO2e global warming potential sticker. 

Go inside  
the products!
Most of our impact comes from our materials, 
which is why we’re sharing their stories through 

a collection of new, deep-dive pages on everything 
from Recycled Plastic fill to natural dyes and 
Corozo nut buttons.



4 things we’re focusing on  
for an earth-friendlier future!

Responsible transport 
and logistics. 

In the future, we aim to offset CO2 emitted  
from our entire supply chain—not just freight  

and customer shipments!


Action item: Achieve net zero carbon emissions. 

Responsible materials.
We aim to make all our products from entirely 

natural, recycled, or recyclable materials 
(or—even better—all three!).


Action item: Weigh impact for all new 
material and manufacturing decisions through  

third-party validated assessment tool. 

Responsible end-of-life. 
Our goal is to make products that are either 

biodegradable or fully recyclable, and before  
then, create a return takeback program to  
give gently-used Buffy products new life.


Action item: Create roadmap for end-of-life  
solutions for all products and materials.  

Product quality and durability.
We know one of the earth-friendliest things  

we can do is offer products that our customers will use 
for years to come. That means wear-testing our home 

goods for maximum durability, and offering care 
instructions that help extend their lifespan.


Action item: Communicate low impact care  
instructions for all products.


Action item: Adapt existing products for  
lower impact care.



We're proud of how far we've come—but we know there's more to do! 
That’s why we're working towards a closed-loop system where everything 
we take from our planet, we'll replenish, and nothing harmful will go back 

in. That means looking extra carefully at our entire supply chain, from 
shipping and logistics to material sourcing and packaging. We won't close 
the loop next week or even next year. But we're starting the work now, and 

sharing our progress—and challenges—with you as we go.

The ultimate goal?

Closed Loop Comfort.



Buffy.co | @buffy

See you 
next year!
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